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Lighting for Work and Pleasure

Create a relaxing atmosphere and enhance 

your spaces with Neman Shapes. Eye-catching 

geometric shapes - triangles, squares and 

hexagons will fill the room with soft uniform light. 

The Shapes combine function and form in a design 

fitting for both classic and modern settings. Neman 

Shape luminaires are perfectly suited for use in 

retail stores, offices, restaurants as well as living 

spaces. Made in Europe using materials of the 

highest quality.

Choose the most suitable one from 3 predefined 

geometric shapes.
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Super slim design

Choose Your Element



NemanX Louvre

Microprism

Opal
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 Lighting is fundamental in shaping the way we 

experience and interact with spaces. Neman Shape 

offers different lighting modes - both to improve 

comfort and create unique experiences.

Professional & Elegant

Technical details

Light output

Low output:  1300 lm/m 

 Standard output:  2000 lm/m 

 Spectrum

 Static white:  2700K / 3000K / 3500K / 4000 K 
  CRI80+ / CR90+ / CRI95+

 Tunable white:  2700-6500K / Custom CCT 
range 
  CRI80+ / CR90+ / CRI95+

 Optics

NemanX Louvre / Microprism / Opal

Feed cable

Single lead cable per Neman Shape luminaire

Profile color:

Black, gray, white

 Direct IndirectDirect / Indirect
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Sizes and Dimensions
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Shapes come in sizes from 560mm up to 

3080mm. As illustrated below, the description 

refers to the length of a side in millimeters (e.g. 

L3080 - 3080 mm).

L560       L840        L1120       L1400       L1680        L1960      L2240      L2520        L2800       L3080

L560       L840        L1120       L1400       L1680        L1960      L2240      L2520        L2800       L3080

L560       L840        L1120       L1400       L1680        L1960      L2240      L2520        L2800       L3080
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Play with shapes, create your own unique lighting 

pattern.

Create Your Own World

Hexagons
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Squares

This shape is suitable for any room.  Merging with 

interior and adding to the businesslike atmosphere 

of your office, the square will find its place in any 

space. 



Image area
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Triangles

Add expression and energy, fill the interior with 

emotion.



Image area

11/13pt running head 
bold. 2-line maximum
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Light Attuned to Your Mood
Lighting has an effect on people’s well-being that 

can be positive or detrimental - the right solution 

can help elevate spirits, improve productivity or 

help to unwind after a day’s work. 

Direct light 
Creates a sharp contrast between light and shadow 

and has a high color rendering option.

Direct/Indirect light 
Direct/Indirect light can be functional as well as 

decorative as it can be utilized to put emphasis on 

particular areas and objects.

NemanX 30°

Microprism

Microprism

NemanX 60°

Opal

Opal

NemanX 90°



About Holectron

Holectron company, located in Vilnius, Lithuania, owns two factories where flexible LED strips, various light 
sources and luminaires for indoor and outdoor applications are manufactured. The modern manufacturing 
facility includes R&D department, SMT assembling lines, metal processing, encapsulation stations, 
photometric laboratory and testing area.  
At Holectron, we aim to be flexible on everything – except quality. In each of our products we use only 
highest quality materials from reliable suppliers and amost all of our products comes with 5-year warranty. 

© 2021 Holectron Company. All rights reserved. 

Get more info about us
www.holectron.com

Location

Salininku str. 84, 02223 Vilnius

Lithuania

T +370 612 42446

E info@holectron.com

https://www.holectron.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/holectron/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Local-Business/holectron-101653761454406/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYrpT4xAVxYf5CkTKs9W1pg
https://www.instagram.com/holectron/

